


Precision Pro NX7
Laser RangeFinder

Our Golf Pro’s Choice

$299.00

Pulse Vibration Technology- gives a quick Pulse 
when locked on to the target so you know what 
you've hit.
Target Acquisition Technology- scans your field of 
view and locks in on the target to ensure you get the 
yardage to the target, not what's behind the target. 
Water Resistant Design- ensures the NX7 can be 
used in wet and rainy conditions without issue. 
Shock Proof Design- helps to survive the drops, 
tosses, any other impact on the golf course. 
Accuracy +/- 1 Yard- gives you the confidence to 
choose the correct club each time. 
400 Yard Measuring Range- ensures you'll never be 
out of range of the target. 
6X Magnification- brings the target 6 times closer to 
you for improved viewing and target acquisition. 



Sky Caddie Lynx GT
GPS Watch

$399.00

•Preloaded with over 35,000 basic green course maps 
(front, center and back of greens)
•Lightest and most compact golf GPS on the market
•Sunlight-readable display with large, easy-to-read 
numbers and icons
•Powered by SkyGolf’s TrueGround® Course Maps, the 
most complete and accurate maps in golf
•Intelligent Automation — such as Auto-Course Select, 
Auto-Hole Advance and Auto-Distance — allows for 
virtually hands-free play
•Measure shot distance
•Digital scoring and stat tracking
•Odometer tracks your distance, pace, and speed for any 
sport
•SkyGolf 360-Ready: Track and share scores, stats and 
more in the SkyGolf 360 Cloud
•Smartphone notifications show incoming calls, voicemails, 
texts, and email messages (iOS only)



Voice Caddie T2
GPS Watch

$299.00

•Sleek and Thin Design
•Golf GPS with over 40,000 Courses Across the 
World Preloaded. No subscription fees.
•Hybrid Watch with Fitness, Running, and 
Cycling Functions
•Swing Tempo Training Module
•Water Resistant to 30 Meters



$269.00

An unnatural awesome creation of monstrous 
proportion, the OGIO Mutant Travel Bag is the 
alpha male of all golf travel bags. Known to 
swallow golf bags whole, the cavernous 
padded main compartment keeps your clubs 
safe and protected.
•Large main compartment
•Oversized wheels
•Oversized fully padded top compartment
•Easy entry opening with internal cinch-down 
strap to secure golf bag
•Reinforced base with protective rails
•2 large exterior pockets
•Exterior compression straps
•Fits tour and stand bags with ease
•Tip-resistant

The Mutant Travel Bag

Our Golf Pro’s Choice



$269.00

The Silencer Golf Bag
The Silencer Golf Cart Bag is our most popular 
cart bag and has technology that clicks in and 
grips your golf clubs in individual slots to 
eliminate contact and make for a quiet 
carrying experience. Engineered specially for a 
stand and carry golf bag, your clubs won't 
move no matter how much you do.
•15-way 2X Barrel Silencer Club Management
•Cart strap channel
•Fleece lined valuables pocket
•Glove hook-and-loop fastener attachment 
patch
•Insulated hydration pocket
•Easy grab trunk handle
•Pen sleeve
•8 zippered pockets



PowaKaddy
C2 Electric Cart

Compact and full of features

$1299

•Ultra-lightweight Simple-2-fold™
•NEW 2.8” mid-size full colour widescreen
•Unique Plug ‘n’ Play™ battery system
•ADF Distance control
•Thinnest lithium battery on the market
•Integrated carry handle
•Height adjustable soft touch handle
•Integrated USB charging port
•Powerful whisper quiet 230w Motor
•3 Year Warranty on the trolley



Compact 3
Push Cart

$249.00

# 1 Since 1949

Simple Three-Step fold

Super compact for storage and transport at 
only 21.5" x 13" x 18“

Top-Lok™ Technology - A patented bag-to-cart 
attachment system designed to securely lock a 
Bag Boy or Datrek bag onto most Bag Boy push 
carts

Lightweight at only 13.7 lbs.



Quad XL
Push Cart

# 1 Since 1949
Simple Two-Step fold

Super compact for storage and transport at 
only 24" x 17" x 16"

Four wheels offer superior stability with 
lightweight, solid maintenance-free tires

Top-Lok™ Technology - A patented bag-to-cart 
attachment system designed to securely lock a 
Bag Boy or Datrek bag onto most Bag Boy push 
carts

Lightweight at only 14.2 lbs.

$269.00



$199.00

• Available in Chrome or Black
• Available in 4 different grinds to suit your game
• Available in 9 different lofts
• Available in custom fit



$199

Titleist
SM 7 Vokey Wedge

"Wedges need to be versatile and every 
player is different. It's never one size fits all 
for wedges. That's why we have many grind 
options."
- Bob Vokey, Master Craftsman



• Increase distance
• Increase accuracy
• Are more comfortable
• Are better in wet conditions
• Can be fit to your hand size
• Give you that new club feel for a
• fraction of the price

New Grips…



Give Dad a better golf game

Lessons with our Golf 
Professional will help him 

play better, for longer.



Custom Fit at No 
Additional Charge

Callaway
Rogue Driver

Golf Digest 2018 Hot List Gold Medal Winner! The 
Rogue Driver delivers exceptional ball speed from 
the combination of our new Jailbreak Technology 
and X-Face VFT plus increased MOI for a 
breakthrough in driver performance. 



Custom Fit at No 
Additional Charge

Callaway
Rogue X Irons

Golf Digest 2018 Hot List Gold Medal Winner!
Rogue X Irons are a total distance overhaul, with our 
360 Face Cup and VFT, multi-material construction, 
Urethane Microspheres, and a component package 
designed for maximum distance. 

Some of our recent 
customers have gained as 

much as 30 yards over their 
existing irons



$279.99
SLICE-FIGHTING CONTROL
The Tour Edge Hot Launch 3 driver offset driver features a forged 
four-piece titanium head specifically designed to reduce slices. It 
also features Cup Face technology, which increases the amount of 
face flexing for increased ball speed. Let this driver do all the work of 
providing extra distance!

Custom Fit



$189.99Tour Edge HL3 Fairway Wood
A maraging steel face with variable face thickness technology 
provides powerful contact from more points on the face. The 
HL3's shallow face design and low center of gravity deliver 
high launch and lower spin for maximum distance.

Custom Fit



Custom Fit
Tour Edge HOT LAUNCH HL3 TRIPLE COMBO SET
The Tour Edge HL3 Triple Combo set provides players with the most 
versatile set available in golf. Featuring two HL3 hybrids, two Iron-
Woods and three irons, the Triple Combo set ensures that you will 
have the most forgiving, accurate club for every shot.



$89.99HOT LAUNCH SUPER SPIN WEDGE
Hot Launch Super Spin wedges are designed to give players perfect 
control on approach shots and around the green. Computer-milled 
grooves give you perfect control no matter what kind of lie you have.



$299.00



The ball that changed the ball

$59.00


